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With the long-term impact of economic globalization, the accelerated cross-

border flow of resource elements between cities is increasingly important for

the development of urban regions. In this context, the central place theory,

which emphasizes the vertical hierarchical relationship between cities, has

obvious limitations in interpreting urban interaction. This paper takes the

Beijing Tianjin Hebei Urban Agglomeration (including Beijing, Tianjin. and

11 prefecture-level cities in Hebei Province) as the research object,

constructs three complex networks of economy, information, and economic

information coupling connection, and analyzes the resilience of the network

structure. The research results show that: 1) The spatial distribution of the three

network structures of Jing-Jin-Ji Urban Agglomeration presents a spatial

pattern with Beijing as the core and radiating outward. 2) In terms of

weighted degree distribution, Beijing, as an arrow city, has strong

competitiveness in the economy and information network, but the hierarchy

of cities with balanced information economy development is low. 3) In terms of

weighted degree correlation, among the three networks, the cities with a high

weighted degree prefer to connect with cities with a low weighted degree, and

the mismatch is ranked as information network > information economy

coupling network > economic connection network. 4) In terms of network

transmission, information network > economy connection network >
information economy coupling network, and Beijing and Tianjin have a

greater impact. The above results have strong guidance and practical

significance for the formulation and adjustment of territorial spatial planning

and regional optimization.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Modern cities are regarded as resources and springboards to

connect and participate in the global economy. They are

laboratories of globalization in space, economy, society,

culture, and environment. Urban revitalization and growth

coexist with urban stagnation and recession. Driven by

globalization and the revolution of information technology,

many cities have separated from the track of national

economic development and connected into horizontal

economic networks, thus reshaping and process of

globalization (Cohen, 2001; Hanssens et al., 2013; Pereira and

Derudder, 2010). Since the 1960’, the research on world urban

has experienced three stages: world urban research with

“attributes but no relationship,” world urban research in the

network society, and world urban network research. In the first

two stages, node cities are studied based on urban attribute data,

and little attention is paid to the relationship between cities (Yang

et al., 2011).

1.2 Literature review

(1) In terms of urban network construction, the current research

mainly includes the following progress: Gordon, (2010)

studied networks of cities in the world rather than “world

cityness.” The study offered a “Southern” perspective on

world city research, and it included places not ordinarily

considered. Also, fourteen years of sample data on cross-

border, intercity airline traffic were used as time-series

relational information. The data reflect the links between

the two principal cities of South Africa and other cities in

Africa and beyond. Pereira and Derudder, (2010) believed

that using air passenger flow data to measure and evaluate

the world urban system is an effective method. Vinciguerra

et al. (2010) modeled the evolution of infrastructure

networks as a preferential attachment process. The

average path length and average clustering coefficient of

the observed network were successfully simulated. Arthur,

(2010) employed techniques developed for the analysis of

networks to evaluate more than 6,300 cities that are linked

together by such firms in terms of their point centrality.

Meanwhile, they adopted the block modeling technique to

evaluate the positions occupied by these cities and the roles

they play in the system. Hanssens et al. (2013) of the

POLYMET project group built the Belgian city network in

central Belgium. They used the office location of high-end

producer services as the node of the network to measure the

degree of network development with the multi-center index.

Liu et al. (2014) explored the temporal evolution of cities and

firms in a two-mode intercity corporate network formed by

50 leading advanced producer service firms across 154 cities

for the years 2000 and 2010. In addition, from the

perspective of spatial differences, the urban network

structure was built with efficiency indicators such as

urbanization efficiency, technological innovation

efficiency, and green efficiency (Xing et al., 2018; Jing and

Zhao, 2018), as well as city scale indicators such as night light

data and urban construction land (Li et al., 2018; Yang et al.,

2020). Moreover, based on the Baidu Index and other

aspects, the urban service industry, transportation,

logistics enterprises, economy, information, and other

networks were established (Jabareen., 2013; Polèse., 2015).

Frost and Podkorytova, (2018) adopted the interlocking

network model proposed by the Globalization and World

Cities research (GaWC) to the regional level to uncover the

interurban relations, which focuses on the analysis of

intraregional spatial patterns of globalization.

(2) In the research of urban network structure and network

resilience

“Inclusive, safe, and resilient sustainable cities” is an

important topic of sustainable development in 2030 of the

United Nations (Pizzo, 2015). “Resilient cities” has become a

goal of urban construction in China, and the research on the

influencing factors of resilient cities has been carried out from

the following aspects. Suzanne et al. studied urban resilience

from economic, social, institutional, and other factors, and

they believed that collaborative management and

decentralization are two institutional management factors

that can strengthen urban resilience (Hallie et al., 2017).

Chad et al. (2018) studied the impact of disaster

disturbance on urban resilience. They pointed out that

urban resilience is affected by natural disasters such as

climate change, natural disasters, resource crises, human

disturbances, and human pressure. David et al. (2019)

studied the impact of infrastructure on urban resilience,

and the study suggested that the impact of an urban

environment on urban resilience was mainly reflected in

infrastructure, ecological environment, and other factors.

Currently, there are two main directions in the study of

urban network structure and network resilience.

I. In the evaluation of network structure resilience

At present, there is no unified method for evaluating network

structure resilience. In English, both toughness and elasticity are

translated as resilience, which refers to the stability and resilience

of the system tomaintain its original state under external impact.

According to the concept of “structure determines function

principle,” by taking the network as a physical phenomenon,

the network topology parameters based on complex network

theory are considered to have a key impact on resilience

(Bombelli et al., 2020; Dixit et al., 2020). Vijaya et al. (2020)

found that the enterprise supply chain network with the lowest
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density and centrality and the largest connectivity and network

size has the highest resilience.

II. In terms of the resilience evaluation system

Hudec et al. (2018) investigated the differences in urban

resilience in Slovakia in response to the financial crisis from

three dimensions and 12 indicators of economic, social, and

community management capabilities. Moser et al. (2019)

constructed an index system from the perspective of nature,

society, politics, human resources, economy, and capital. Noura

et al. (2020) pointed out that urban resilience is determined by

physical, ecological, and socio-economic factors. Cutter et al.

(2014) selected 27 regional resilience evaluation indicators from

the five dimensions of society, economy, infrastructure,

institutions, and environment.

1.3 Research questions

With the rapid development of economy, science, and

technology, the links between cities are increasingly closer.

Among them, economic ties and information attention are

more powerful, which indicates the degree of communication

between cities. The resilience of the urban network indicates the

ability of the urban network to maintain normal operations of the

city under the impact. This is a scientific question worth

investigation. Therefore, it is significant to study the resilience

of complex urban networks for normal operations of the regional

space. Meanwhile, based on the construction of the urban

network, the resilience of the urban network needs to be

reasonably evaluated, and optimization suggestions should be

given according to the results.

By summarizing the existing research and taking the Jing-Jin-

Ji Urban Agglomeration as an example, this paper constructs the

information connection network, economic connection network,

and information economy coupling network based on the Baidu

search index and socioeconomic data. Then, the information and

economic coupling degree of Jing-Jin-Ji are evaluated, and the

resilience of the network is optimized from the perspective of

matching and transmission. The study results provide a

theoretical basis for enhancing the connectivity of cities in the

economic network and information network of the Jing-Jin-Ji

Urban Agglomeration and the stability of urban operation and

development.

2 Study area, data, and method

2.1 Study area

The Jing-Jin-Ji region is located in the north of North China

Plain, north of Zhanghe River, with Yanshan mountain on its

back, the Bohai Sea in the East, Taihang Mountain in the west,

Shandong and Henan provinces in the southeast and south,

Taihang Mountain in the west, Shanxi Province and Inner

Mongolia Autonomous Region in the Northwest and North,

and Liaoning Province in the northeast. The region includes two

municipalities under the central government of Beijing and

Tianjin and 13 cities in Hebei Province, including Baoding,

Tangshan, Langfang, Shi Jiazhuang, Qin Huangdao, Zhang

Jiakou, Chengde, Cangzhou, Hengshui, Xingtai, and Handan

(Figure 1).

2.2 Research data

In the study of urban network characteristics, cities are

regarded as nodes in the network. The Baidu search index

between cities is used to characterize the information flow in

the network nodes. With the help of the Baidu index platform, a

Baidu search index with one city as the scope and another city as

the keyword is established to obtain the information connection

between cities. For example, to obtain the contact information

between Beijing and Tianjin, the Baidu search index of Beijing to

Tianjin for a certain period of time can be obtained by taking

Tianjin as the keyword and Beijing as the range. This study uses

the Baidu search index between two cities in the Jing-Jin-Ji region

in 2018 to build a 13 * 13 intercity contact matrix for studying the

characteristics of the urban network in the Jing-Jin-Ji region.

Meanwhile, the shortest road distance between two cities is

used in the process of calculating economic ties, and the data are

borrowed from the Gaode map. The statistical data used in this

study include the number of permanent residents and the GDP

data of 13 cities in Beijing, Tianjin, and Hebei at the end of 2018,

which are derived from the 18-years statistical yearbook of

each city.

2.3 Research methods and models

2.3.1 Construction of the urban network
structure and the network characteristics

By reading the current literature and the sorted information

flow intensity, economic connection intensity, and information

economy coupling connection intensity, the information,

economy, and information economy coupling connection

networks are constructed by using the gephi network analysis

tool and ArcGIS spatial analysis software. Then, the attribute

characteristics of various networks in spatial pattern and

centrality are analyzed.

(1) Information contact network (Xiong et al., 2013; Jiang et al.,

2015.)

In the calculation of information flow intensity, the intensity

of information flow between two cities is expressed by the
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product of mutual attention between city A and city B, and the

formula is as follows

Rk � Ab*Ba (1)

where, Rk is the information flow intensity between cities A

and B ; Ab is the attention of city B to city A; Ba is the attention

of city A to city B. Based on the intensity of information flow,

this study constructs and analyzes the information connection

network between 13 cities in Beijing, Tianjin, and Hebei, and

evaluates the resilience of the information network structure.

(2) Economic connection network (Niu et al., 1998; Wang et al.,

2006)

The gravity model is a common method for the calculation of

absolute economic connection quantity, and it is used in this study to

measure the economic connection strength between Beijing, Tianjin,

and Hebei. The calculation formula is shown as follows:

Rij � ( ����
PiGi

√
*

����
PjGj

√ )/D2
ij (2)

where Rij is the economic connection strength between regions i

and j; Pi is the population of area i and j; Gi and Gj are the GDP

of regions i and j;Dij is the shortest path between i and j based on

the road network.

(3) Information economy coupling network

The construction of an information economy coupling

network is based on the coupling coordination model, which

is an important index for representing the interconnection

and interaction degree between two or more systems. The

information connection strength and economic

connection strength are coupled, and the coupling value is

used as the connection strength between the

information economy coupling network. The calculation

formula is:

C � 2*

����������
U1*U2

(U1 + U2)2
√

(3)

where C represents coupling degree; U1 and U 2 represent the

comprehensive scores of the information network system and

economic network system respectively. If U1 < U 2, the

information network system is lagging; if U 1 > U 2, the

economic network system is lagging; if U1 = U 2, the

information network system and economic network system

are synchronous. To further distinguish the coordination and

interaction degree between the two types of systems, the

coupling coordination degree needs to be introduced for

evaluation. The calculation formula is:

FIGURE 1
Study area.
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D � �����
C × T

√
(4)

T � ɑ*U1 + β*U2 (5)

where D stands for the coupling of co-scheduling; T is the

coordination index; α and β represent the weight. This study

believes that the weight of information network connection

strength is equal to that of economic network connection

strength. Also, the degree of coupling and coordination reflects

the synergy of the overall development of the two urban

networks. Thus, the types of coupling and coordination are

divided. The evaluation criteria are presented in Table 1. The

range of D value of coupling coordination degree is (0–1). The

larger the D value, the higher the coordination level, and the more

coordinated the coupling coordination degree.

(4) Degree centrality

Degree centrality reflects the interaction between a node and

other nodes. It is an important expression of the interconnection

relationship between cities. The greater the degree of a node, the

higher the degree of centrality of the node, and the more

important it is in the network (Lin et al., 2019). The

calculation formula of degree centrality is shown as follows:

CD(i) � Ki

N − 1
(6)

where CD is the degree centrality of node i, I is the degree of node

i, and N is the number of nodes in the network.

2.3.2 Measurement and optimization of network
structure resilience

By summarizing the existing literature, this paper selects the

attribute characteristics of hierarchy matching and transmission

in the interruption scenario, measures, analyzes, and evaluates

the structural resilience of the three networks, and proposes

optimization countermeasures and suggestions on this basis.

(1) Hierarchical——weighting degree and weighting degree

distribution

Weighting degree: The weight of the network edge is

included in the hierarchical calculation, which is expressed

by weighting degree and weighting degree distribution. In an

undirected graph, the degree represents the number of edges

directly connected to a node, while the weighting degree

describes the sum of the weights of the edges directly

connected to a node, that is, the sum of the connection

strength. The greater the value of the weighting degree,

the stronger the connection between the node and other

nodes.

Weighting degree distribution: the probability distribution or

frequency distribution of the weighting degree of all nodes in the

network can reflect themacrostructure characteristics of the network.

The greater the slope, the more significant the hierarchy (Crespo

et al., 2013).

Wm � Cp(W*
m)a (7)

where Wm is the weighting degree of city m, i.e., the sum of

the weights of the edges directly connected to node m; W*
m is

the ranking of the weighted degree of city m in the network; C

is a constant, and a represents the slope of the weighted

degree distribution curve.

(2) Matching——neighbor average weighting and degree

correlation.

Neighbor weighted average: In the network, each node has a

certain number of adjacent nodes (Vi) directly connected with

the node. The average degree of all adjacent nodes directly

connected to node i is calculated as:

�k � 1
k
∑
j∈Vi

kj (8)

TABLE 1 Classification standard of coupling coordination degree.

D-value interval of
coupling coordination degree

Coordination level Coupling coordination degree

(0.0–0.1) 1 Extreme disorder

[0.1–0.2) 2 Severe imbalance

[0.2–0.3) 3 Moderate disorder

[0.3–0.4) 4 Mild disorder

[0.4–0.5) 5 Verge of disorder

[0.5–0.6) 6 Reluctantly coordinate

[0.6–0.7) 7 Primary coordination

[0.7–0.8) 8 Intermediate coordination

[0.8–0.9) 9 Good coordination

[0.9–1.0) 10 High quality coordination
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where kj represents the degree of adjacent node j of node i; Vi

represents the set of all adjacent nodes j of node i.

Weighted degree correlation: In the network, each node has a

certain number of adjacent nodes directly connected with the

node. If the weighted degree is positive and the correlation

coefficient is positive, the network has the same matching

result. If the positive correlation coefficient of the weighted

degree is negative, the network is considered mismatched.

�W � 1
Km

∑
i∈Gm

wi (9)

where Wm is the average of the weighted degrees of all adjacent

nodes directly connected to node m, i.e., the weighted average

degree of neighbors; Wi is the weighting degree of adjacent node i

directly connected to the city; Km is the degree of city m, and Gm

is the collection of all adjacent nodes in the city.

Wm � Dp(W*
m)b (10)

where D is a constant, and b is the weighted correlation

coefficient.

(3) Transmissibility—network efficiency

Network efficiency: it refers to the efficiency of element flow

between nodes in the network. The greater the value, the better

the transmission of the network (Huang and Hu, 2014)

E � 1
N(N − 1) ∑

i≠j∈G

1
Dij

(11)

where E is the network efficiency, Dij is the length of all shortest

paths from node i to node j, and G is the set of nodes in the

network after removing a node.

3 The construction of intercity
connection network and the
characteristics of cyberspace

3.1 Spatial pattern of the intercity
connection network

Based on the intensity of information flow, economic

connection, and information economy coupling among 13 cities

in Beijing, Tianjin, and Hebei, the information connection network,

economic connection network, and information economy coupling

network are visualized respectively. The natural fracture method is

used to classify the constructed network. Each network is divided

into five levels, and the network connection is visualized. The

construction results of the three types of contact networks are

shown in Figure 2.

The information contact network in Figure 2A reflects the

mutual search attention of cities. There are 13 nodes and

156 connecting lines in the network. Among the cities at the

first level (254,340–1105094), only Beijing and Tianjin show

strong information connection strength. This indicates that

the information connection between Beijing and Tianjin is

strong in the Jing-Jin-Ji Urban Agglomeration network, but

there is no attention intensity at the first level to Hebei. The

information connection network at the second level

(184,437–254,340) presents a network structure centered on

Beijing and radiating outward in a spatial structure. Beijing

has strong economic concerns with Tianjin, Shi Jiazhuang,

Tangshan, Qin Huangdao, Baoding, Zhang Jiakou, Langfang,

and Handan. However, except Beijing, the links between cities do

not appear at the second level, indicating that the links in the

information network group are relatively single. In terms of the

structural point, the attention links between cities other than

Beijing should be strengthened. At the third level, the urban links

with the intensity of information contact between

(86,445–152250) mainly include Beijing and Chengde,

Cangzhou, and Xingtai, Tianjin-Shi Jiazhuang and Tianjin-

Tangshan, and Baoding and Shi Jiazhuang. The information

attention among cities at the fourth level of contact intensity

(43,512–82,416) mainly appears among cities other than Beijing:

in addition to the connection between Beijing and Hengshui,

Tianjin, Shi Jiazhuang, Tangshan, Qin Huangdao, Baoding,

Zhang Jiakou, Cangzhou, Langfang, Xingtai, Hengshui, and

Handan are compared with the first, second. In terms of the

intensity of information connection at the three levels, the

connection between prefecture-level cities is the closet at the

fourth level. The information contact intensity of cities located at

the fifth level (6,798–35,478) is the highest among the five

categories, which accounts for about two-thirds of the

information contact network, indicating that the attention

intensity of information between most cities is still relatively

weak. The fifth-level network has a hollow network structure in

the periphery of the whole Jing-Jin-Ji Urban Agglomeration.

The economic connection network in Figure 2B reflects the

overall pattern of economic connection strength between cities,

including 13 nodes and 156 connecting lines. Compared with the

information network, the location of each node and the distance

between nodes in the economic network have a greater impact on

the strength of economic ties between cities. Similarly, this study

divides the economic ties into the following five levels by using

the natural fracture method. The cities at the first level

(3,548.826223–4,311.141520) are Beijing-Tianjin and Beijing

-Langfang. In the whole Jing-Jin-Ji Urban Agglomeration,

there is no strong connection between Tianjin and Langfang,

and the economic connectivity between the two cities is still a

certain distance from that of Beijing, At the first level, the spatial

structure of the economic network is only two rays with Beijing as

the endpoint. The cities at the second level of the economic

network (873.828960–1463.976270) except Beijing and

Tangshan, Handan and Xingtai, Tangshan, Cangzhou, and

Langfang all take Tianjin as the center, showing a radial
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shape. At the third level of the economic connection network

(318.491759–706.537146), the city connections include Beijing -

Baoding, Beijing - Cangzhou, Tianjin—Baoding, Xingtai - Shi

Jiazhuang, and Shi Jiazhuang - Handan. The links between the

prefecture-level cities in Hebei are gradually increasing. At the

fourth level of the economic network (88.026835–268.251716),

FIGURE 2
Spatial pattern of urban networks.
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each city is involved. Whether it is Beijing, Tianjin, or the

prefecture-level cities in Hebei, the economic connection is

more widely distributed in space than that at the first, second,

and third levels. The number of cities at the fifth level

(2.536336–81.538017) is similar to that in the information

connection network. This is the level with the largest number

of inter-city connections, which accounts for two-thirds of the

network connections. However, unlike the information

connection network space, the economic network is not

hollow at the fifth level, and Beijing still has economic

connections with other cities. This shows that from the

perspective of the economic network built by the gravity

model, Beijing, as the center of the urban agglomeration, is

generally weak in the strength of economic links with other

cities relative to the strength of information links, but the links

between the cities on the fifth level of the two networks are the

strongest, so there is a certain space for network optimization.

Figure 2C shows the information economy coupling network

obtained by coupling the information connection network and

the economic connection network. It reflects the coordination

andmatching of information and economic connections between

cities, including 13 nodes and 156 connections. Combined with

the coupling degree classification standard, this paper analyzes

whether the coupling links in different information economic

networks are coordinated, and adopts the natural fracture

method to divide the calculation results into the following five

levels. The coupling value of the information economy coupling

network at the first level is 7. The network spatial structure at this

level is similar to that of the economic connection network. The

connection between Beijing Tianjin and Beijing Langfang has

reached primary coordination, which reflects that the overall

information connection strength and economic connection

strength of the Jing-Jin-Ji Urban Agglomeration has not

reached good coordination. The three cities of Beijing,

Tianjin, and Langfang are most closely connected in the

middle of the urban agglomeration, and they only achieve

primary coordination. This indicates that the overall

information and economic connection of the Jing-Jin-Ji Urban

Agglomeration are unbalanced, and there is still a lot of room for

improvement in the coordinated development of the two

networks. The cities with a coupling coordination degree of

5 at the second level are Beijing and Tangshan, Beijing and

Baoding, and the coupling coordination degree of information

economic ties is nearly imbalanced. The value of the information

economy connection coupling network at the third level is 4,

which shows a slight imbalance. In terms of spatial structure, in

the whole information economy coordination network, the cities

outside Beijing, Tianjin, and Hebei such as Chengde, Handan,

Qin Huangdao, Hengshui, and Xingtai do not appear at this level.

Generally, there are more connections between cities near the

center of urban agglomeration at this level. The coordination

intensity of information economy coupling between cities at the

fourth level is 3, which shows a moderate imbalance. Compared

with the links at the third level, the links between cities at this

level are significantly increased. The coupling strength of the fifth

level is 2, and the links between cities are the most at this level,

which shows a serious imbalance. From the perspective of

coordinated development, the development of economic ties

lags that of information links, resulting in the level of

coordination in the whole information economic ties coupling

network. Though Beijing Tianjin and Beijing Langfang reach the

level of primary coordination, none of them reach the

coordination level.

3.2 Central characteristics

Presents the calculated center value of point degree for the

cities at four levels of the three networks.

Point degree centrality reflects the ability of network

nodes to directly mobilize network resources and

information (Wang et al., 2006), and its ability is positively

correlated with the value. The results of point degree centrality

are shown in Figure 3 and Table 2. It can be seen that the

degree of centrality of the economic connection network is

higher than that of the information connection network and

information economy coupling connection network. There

are four cities with a degree center value of economic

connection network above 0.58, which accounts for 30.8%

of the total cities, indicating that about one-third of the cities

can directly mobilize the economic resources between cities.

Compared with the other two networks, the lowest value has

only one point, and the centrality is less than 0.1 (Figure 3B).

There are three points with a degree centrality of above 0.67 in

the information contact network, which accounts for 25% of

the total number of cities, but the value is higher than that of

the economic contact network, and the point degree center

value of the two cities is lower than 0.1 (Figure 3A). The degree

center centrality of the information economic connection

coupling network is generally low. Only one city

(i.e., Beijing) has a degree centrality value of 1, and

Baoding and Tianjin have a degree centrality value of 0.5

(Figure 3C), indicating that only the above three cities can

directly adjust the resources of surrounding cities under the

condition of coordinated economic and information

development. The coupling degree centrality values of other

cities are less than 0.34, There are even four cities with a point

degree centrality of 0, and these cities cannot mobilize

resources among other cities at all.

4 Resilience of urban network
structure

For the three networks of information, economy, and

information economy coupling constructed above, the
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resilience of the network structure is measured and analyzed

in terms of hierarchy and matching at the individual and

regional levels respectively. Then, the overall

transmission and diversity of the network structure

under a node interruption scenario are simulated and

evaluated.

4.1 Network hierarchy

4.1.1 Weighting degree
The network weighting degree reflects the degree of

correlation between urban nodes and the strength of complex

correlation, as well as the strength of network connection. Based

FIGURE 3
The spatial distribution of degree centrality.
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on network weighting degree, this paper measures the correlation

strength of urban nodes and the hierarchical resilience of the

network and uses the natural fracture method to divide the

weighting degrees of the three types of networks into five

levels respectively. The results are illustrated in Figure 4.

In terms of degree centrality, Shi Jiazhuang, at the first level of

degree centrality (high-value area), is located at the second level

of the weighting degree, and only Beijing is located at the first

level in the Jing-Jin-Ji Urban Agglomeration. This indicates that

Beijing, as the capital, not only has a strong connection with

other cities in the Jing-Jin-Ji Urban Agglomeration in terms of

information connection. By considering the ability to directly

mobilize the surrounding resources, the cities at the second and

third levels of weighting show a strip distribution from east to

west in space. Specifically, Tianjin at the second level is the

central node of the strip, and it connects the cities at both ends

and plays an important role in an undertaking; The cities at the

fourth and fifth levels are mainly distributed on the north and

south edges of the Jing-Jin-Ji Urban Agglomeration, with a weak

correlation with other cities. Overall, the urban development of

the information contact network is relatively homogeneous. If

there is a failure in any city except Beijing and Tianjin, the failure

or even loss of any node will have a limited impact on the normal

operation of the network function (Figure 4A).

Compared with degree centrality, Langfang city and Tianjin

city are less located at the first level of degree centrality, indicating

that in the Jing-Jin-Ji Urban Agglomeration, Beijing not only has

a strong correlation with the surrounding cities but also can

directly mobilize the economic resources of the surrounding

cities. The cities at the second level of degree distribution are

mainly located in the east of the Jing-Jin-Ji Urban

Agglomeration. The cities at the third level are mainly located

in the south of the Jing-Jin-Ji Urban Agglomeration. The city at

the fourth level is only Cangzhou, and the city at the fifth level is

located in the north of the Jing-Jin-Ji Urban Agglomeration.

Cities at all levels in the economic connection network are

roughly distributed in blocks. High-level cities are generally

located in the middle east of the Jing-Jin-Ji Urban

Agglomeration, and low-level cities are distributed in the

north, while high-level cities in the west and south show a

semi-surrounded structure. Compared with the information

connection network, the hierarchy of the economic

connection network is more obvious, its “robustness” has a

certain decline compared with the information network, and

its “vulnerability” is stronger. Once there is a problem in a high-

level city, it will have a great impact on the whole

economic connection network, and the network is more prone

to failure (Figure 4B).

Compared with the degree of centrality and centrality of the

information economy coupling network, high-level cities are the

same, and the number of cities at the third level increases. The

cities at the fourth and fifth levels are mainly distributed in the

south of the urban network. The high-level cities are a city belt

running through Beijing, Tianjin, and Hebei, and these cities are

at the east-west of the urban agglomeration. Most of the cities at

the fourth and fifth levels are in the north, and the cities with

balanced information and economy and high external contact

intensity in the Jing-Jin-Ji Urban Agglomeration are still

concentrated in Beijing (Figure 4C).

4.1.2 Weighted degree distribution
The weighting degrees of all urban nodes in the three types

of networks are ranked, and the power curve is drawn to

analyze the overall hierarchical structure resilience of the

network. The results are shown in Figure 5. The slope a of

the weighted degree distribution curve of the three types of

TABLE 2 Centrality value.

City Economic rational degree
centralization

Information rational degree
centralization

Information-economic coupling rational
degree centralization

1 Beijing 0.917 1 1

2 Tianjin 0.667 0.667 0.500

3 Shi Jiazhuang 0.583 0.833 0.333

4 Tangshan 0.417 0.333 0.083

5 Qin Huangdao 0.167 0.250 0.250

6 Handan 0.250 0.333 0.167

7 Xingtai 0.167 0.250 0.000

8 Baoding 0.417 0.250 0.500

9 Zhang Jiakou 0.083 0.167 0.083

10 Chengde 0.167 0.083 0.000

11 Langfang 0.417 0.250 0.083

12 Hengshui 0.333 0.083 0.000

13 Cangzhou 0.583 0.250 0.000
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networks is large, and | a | is between 0.7 and 1.6, indicating

that the hierarchy of the networks is significant. The | a | of

information, economy, and coupling network is 1.289, 1.59,

and 0.711 respectively, indicating that the hierarchical

difference between the three networks is obvious

(Figures 5A–C). The economic connection network has the

FIGURE 4
Spatial distribution of network weighting degree.
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highest hierarchy, and the hierarchical structure between the

cities is the most obvious. Besides, there is a strong core city,

which is consistent with the spatial distribution of weighting

degree. The information connection network ranks second.

Although there are high-level cities in Beijing and Tianjin,

their spatial distribution is relatively scattered, i.e., in addition

to Beijing and Tianjin, the homogenization phenomenon of

other cities is obvious. Compared with the economic network,

the number of high-level cities in the information economy

coupling network is smaller; the hierarchy is the lowest, and its

spatial distribution is more scattered, mainly in low-level

cities. Therefore, the information economy coupling

network has the lowest hierarchy. It shows that there are

still great differences in the hierarchy between the information

economy coupling network and the single factor network.

4.2 Network matching

Matching is used to describe the correlation between nodes in

the network. If a node with a medium value tends to contact the

node with a high value, the network is said to be matched;

otherwise, it is mismatched (Batty, 2009; Crespo et al., 2013). If

a city tends to develop together with cities of the same level and

status, the network has the same matching. The same matching

network is easy to be affected by factors such as solidified contact

path and closed structure so that it has low innovation and

information permeability. When it is affected by the outside

world, its recession risk is difficult to be avoided. Therefore, the

resilience of network structure is relatively low. If the relationship

between cities exists across different levels, cultural backgrounds,

and economic differences, the network is considered to have

FIGURE 5
Weighted degree distribution of networks.
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allogeneic. Due to its heterogeneity and openness, the allogeneic

network can show a certain resistance and adaptability in the face

of regional risks. Therefore, the network structure has a higher

resilience.

4.2.1 Neighbor weighted average
The weighted average of neighbors reflects the connection

between a node and its neighbor nodes. In this study, the

weighted average degree of neighbors is used to measure the

FIGURE 6
Spatial distribution of neighborhood weighted average degree.
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preference attachment and network matching resilience of urban

nodes. The weighted average degree of the neighbors of three

types of network city nodes is graded, and the spatial pattern is

shown in Figure 6 by using the natural fracture method.

Compared with other networks, the information network has

the largest number of cities with a weighted average degree of

neighbors at the fifth level. Spatially, the neighbors in the cities

with a high weighting degree have a low weighted average degree,

and there are node cities with low weighting degree around them,

indicating that the cities with a high weighting degree in the

information network are generally connected with nodes with a

low weighting degree. In this way, high-weighted cities can better

exchange information with their surrounding cities (Figure 6A).

In the economic connection network, although the cities with

the weighted average degree of neighbors at the fifth level only

include Beijing and Xingtai, with Beijing and Xingtai as the

center, they are surrounded by cities with a low weighting degree

and form a surrounding structure around high weighting degree.

In terms of spatial distribution, the two cities with a high

weighting degree do not gather. It can better connect and

drive the surrounding cities with a low weighting degree,

which is conducive to the rapid development of the global

network structure (Figure 6B).

In the information economy coupling connection network, the

city nodes with a high weighting value are located at the fourth and

fifth levels, indicating that the node cities with a high central value

and balanced development of information connection and

economic connection strength play an important role in driving

the balanced development of economic and information connection

of the surrounding cities. Such node cities have a great impact on the

circulation and dissemination of elements of the network, and we

should strengthen the interaction ability with high-weighted nodes

(Figure 6C).

4.2.2 Weighted degree correlation
In this study, weighted degree association is employed to

further describe the matching of the three networks. If the

weighted average degree of neighbors increases with the

weighting degree, the network has the same matching, i.e., the

weighted degree is positively correlated; If the weighted average

degree of neighbors decreases with the increase of weighting

degree, the network is considered to have mismatching, i.e., the

weighted degree correlation index is negative.

The weighted degree correlation results are shown in

Figure 7. The weighted degree correlation coefficients of the

three networks are 0.502, −0.266, and −0.328, respectively. The

weighted degree correlation coefficients B are less than 0, and the

coefficients of the three networks are quite different, which

indicates that the cities with a high weighting degree in the

three networks prefer to connect with the cities with a low

weighting degree, i.e., the networks have different matching.

Meanwhile, it also shows that the three types of networks

have different matching connections.

It can be seen that the weighted degree correlation coefficient of

the information connection network is the largest, and the slope of

the weighted degree correlation curve is the steepest. That is, the

mismatch phenomenon in the network is obvious, and the network

connection paths are diversified. This indicates that the core cities

with highweighting in the Jing-Jin-Ji UrbanAgglomeration not only

connect with cities with the same development and comprehensive

level but also tend to connect with cities with certain differences in

development level. This network mismatch can make the core cities

in the Jing-Jin-Ji Urban Agglomeration promote the development of

relatively backward cities and strengthen the intensity of

information exchange between cities at different levels. From the

perspective of structural resilience, combined with the above

network hierarchy analysis, it is known that although the

information connection network has a high hierarchy, except for

Beijing and Tianjin, the distribution of cities at other levels is

relatively scattered and homogeneous. In addition, the mismatch

phenomenon can weaken the potential crises such as path

dependence and regional locking caused by high-level and

strengthen the efficient connection and close connection between

core city nodes and edge nodes. The occurrence of external

interference is conducive to the adaptive adjustment of the

network structure. Meanwhile, the network has an obvious

mismatch so that the urban agglomeration structure can change

from vertical tree growth to horizontal network spread, thus

realizing diversified development and regional risk reduction and

improving the resilience of the urban network structure. (Figure 7A).

The degree correlation coefficient of the economic

connection network is only −0.266. Compared with the degree

correlation coefficient of the information connection network

and the information economy coupling connection network,

there is no strong mismatch. Combined with the analysis

results of the network level, the hierarchy of the economic

connection network is the highest, but there is a gap between

the mismatch and the information connection network,

indicating that there is certain path dependence in the

economic connection network. Meanwhile, compared with the

core cities with a high development level of information

networks, they prefer connection. The connection between

core cities and general cities and marginal cities is relatively

low in the network, which intensifies the closeness of the

economic network to a certain extent. Besides, compared with

the information connection network, the higher level and lower

mismatch of the economic network make the resilience of the

economic connection network lower than that of the information

connection network. This is not conducive to the resistance and

resilience of regional economic flow to disasters (Figure 7B).

The degree correlation coefficient of the information

economic connection coupling network is −0.328, which is

greater than that of the economic network but less than that

of the information network. Combined with the above weighted

degree distribution analysis results, the hierarchy of the coupling

network is the lowest among the three networks. The low-level
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resilience of the network structure shows that the distribution of

the information economy network cities is relatively

homogeneous. In addition, the core cities between networks

prefer to connect with general cities and marginal cities, and

the connection paths between cities are diversified. Although the

arrow ability of highly balanced cities is not very prominent, the

“robustness” of the network structure of the information

economy coupling network is high. In this case, the node

failure of the high equilibrium city has no great impact on the

balance of the overall Jing-Jin-Ji Urban Network, and the

“vulnerability” of the city is low (Figure 7C).

4.3 Transmissibility of network structure in
interrupt scenario

In this study, network efficiency is used to measure the

transportability of information, economy, and coupled

information-economy coupling networks, which reflects the

diffusion ability of elements in the network. When the

transportability of the network is high, it indicates that the

transmission and exchange of elements between the nodes of

the network can be faster, which helps to promote inter-city

learning, innovation, communication, etc. Also, it can enhance

the resistance of the network in the face of external shocks and

make the network highly resilient. The results of the spatial

distribution of network transmission after the failure of different

nodes are shown in Figure 8, and the network transmission after

the failure of different nodes in the 13 cities of the Jing-Jin-Ji

Urban Agglomeration of the three networks are ranked, and the

result is shown in Table 3.

The transferability of the information linkage network is

between (0.1538–0.2334), which is slightly lower than that of the

economic linkage network (0.1784–0.0.2521) and the coupled

information-economic linkage network (0.1934–0.2607),

indicating the lowest transfer efficiency among cities of the

information network. Combined with the centrality

characteristics, Beijing and Shi Jiazhuang have a higher degree

FIGURE 7
Weighted degree correlation of networks.
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of centrality, and they have the greatest impact on the

transmission effect of the information network. Meanwhile,

the network efficiency decreases to 0.1538 and 0.1826 after the

failure of two nodes in Beijing and Shi Jiazhuang, which has a

greater impact on the transmission type of the city network

(Figure 8A).

Beijing has the highest moderate central value of the

economic connection network, and it has the greatest impact

FIGURE 8
Spatial pattern of network transmission after the failure of different nodes.
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on network transmission. After the node fails, the network

transmission efficiency decreases to 0.1784. Secondly, the city

with a greater impact is Shi Jiazhuang. When the network node is

interrupted, the network transmission efficiency is reduced to

0.1827. Besides, Zhang Jiakou, Chengde, and Qin Huangdao are

the cities that have the least impact on the economic connection

network and have smaller central values of the same degree. The

failure of the three cities has little impact on the whole network,

and the network efficiency decreases to 0.2425, 0.2457, and

0.2521 respectively (Figure 8B).

Compared with the information and economic connection

network, the information economy coupling connection network

has higher transmission efficiency. When the node is interrupted,

this network has higher network efficiency and resilience than the

other two networks. Beijing, which has the largest degree center

value, also has the greatest impact on the network. When the

nodes in Beijing are disconnected, the network efficiency drops to

0.1934. The top cities include Hengshui, Zhang Jiakou, and

Chengde, and these cities have the least impact on the

network efficiency of the information coupling network after

failure (Figure 8C).

From the perspective of the spatial distribution of the three

networks around Beijing, the transmission failure of the three

networks is decreasing.

5 Conclusion

With the long-term impact of economic globalization, the

ability of regional space to handle the impact and restore,

maintain, or improve the characteristics and functions of the

original system is crucial. As a new form of regional expression,

building a complex urban network and evaluating the resilience

of urban network structure is significant to promoting regional

sustainable development. A safe urban development

environment can promote the prosperity and vitality of the

city. Based on the Baidu search index and social statistics, this

paper constructs the information, economy, and information

economy coupling network respectively. Then, the strength and

centrality of network connection are analyzed, and the

transmission of urban individuals and regional whole in

hierarchy matching are measured and analyzed. The results

show that:

1 The spatial distribution of economy, information, and

economic information coupling network of the Jing-Jin-Ji

Urban Agglomeration shows a spatial pattern with Beijing

as the core and radiating outward. In the three networks, the

connection strength is concentrated between Beijing, Tianjin,

and Langfang, and mainly between Beijing-Tianjin and

Beijing-Langfang. The connection strength between Tianjin

and Langfang is relatively weak; Besides, due to the selection

of the model, the information intensity between cities is not

affected by distance, so the information connection intensity

between cities is closer than the economic connection

intensity, but the information connection intensity between

developed cities is higher. Moreover, due to the influence of

distance, the economic connection strength between cities is

generally weaker than the information connection strength.

Therefore, in the information economy coupling connection

network, only Beijing-Tianjin and Beijing-Langfang are at the

level of preliminary coordination. The overall coordination of

the information economy network is poor. There is an

imbalance in the strength of economic and information links.

TABLE 3 Network transmission ranking.

Rank City Information rational
network efficiency

City Economic network
efficiency

City Information-economic coupling
rational network
efficiency

1.0000 Beijing 0.1538 Beijing 0.1784 Beijing 0.1934

2.0000 Shi Jiazhuang 0.1603 Shi Jiazhuang 0.1827 Tianjin 0.2062

3.0000 Tianjin 0.1827 Cangzhou 0.1998 Baoding 0.2062

4.0000 Baoding 0.1955 Tianjin 0.2009 Shi Jiazhuang 0.2105

5.0000 Tangshan 0.2019 Baoding 0.2073 Langfang 0.2222

6.0000 Handan 0.2019 Tangshan 0.2126 Cangzhou 0.2276

7.0000 Xingtai 0.2051 Langfang 0.2190 Handan 0.2340

8.0000 Cangzhou 0.2115 Hengshui 0.2265 Tangshan 0.2382

9.0000 Langfang 0.2115 Handan 0.2286 Qin Huangdao 0.2382

10.0000 Qin Huangdao 0.2212 Xingtai 0.2318 Xingtai 0.2404

11.0000 Zhang Jiakou 0.2212 Chengde 0.2425 Zhang Jiakou 0.2521

12.0000 Chengde 0.2340 Qin Huangdao 0.2457 Hengshui 0.2575

13.0000 Hengshui 0.2340 Zhang Jiakou 0.2521 Chengde 0.2607
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2 From the perspective of the weighted degree distribution,

the three networks are ranked as economic network >
information network > information economy coupling

network. The higher hierarchy of the economic and

information networks will bring arrow cities with strong

competitiveness to these two types of networks. The

absolute core is Beijing, followed by Tianjin, Langfang,

Cangzhou, and Tangshan. However, with a higher

hierarchy, we should always be concerned with the impact

and digestion ability of high-level networks in case of core

node failure. The cities with balanced development of

information economy are at a low level, and the core cities

with balanced development have a low driving ability, but the

resilience of the network is relatively good.

3 From the perspective of weighted correlation, the high-

weighted cities in the three networks prefer to connect with

the cities with a low weighting, that is, the network has

different matching. The information network has the

highest mismatch, followed by the information economy

coupling network, and finally the economic connection

network. Such nodes have a great impact on the circulation

and dissemination of elements of the network. We should pay

attention to strengthening the interaction ability with high-

weighted nodes.

4 The transmission of the three connection network structures

is in the order of information > economy > coupling network.

Based on the results of centrality, hierarchy, matching, and

transmission, Beijing and Tianjin have a great impact on the

transmission of information and economic networks, and

Beijing has the greatest impact on the coupling network.

6 Optimization suggestions

In the face of the overall economic downturn and the

increasingly fierce competition and fluctuations in various fields

of society, the stability, coordination, and sustainability of urban

network operation and the ability to recover in time in the face of

shocks are significant. Based on the three networks constructed,

aiming at the three perspectives of network hierarchy, matching, and

transmission, and starting from the resilience of the urban network

structure, the urban network institutions are adjusted to strengthen

the resilience of the network.

Hierarchical aspects. We should further strengthen the link

between high-level cities and low-level cities. Combined with the

work of non-capital function relief, we should radiate the

functions of Beijing as a core city and strengthen the role of

xiong’an new area. Meanwhile, we need to take xiong’an new area

as an important starting point, revitalize the entire Beijing

Tianjin Hebei Urban Network, flatten the network structure,

pay attention to the radiation effect on low-value nodes, and

strengthen the supporting role of each node of the urban

network.

Matching. We should further improve and build the traffic

road network to give full play to the role of core cities, drive the

development of marginal cities, and strive to break the barriers of

administrative boundaries. Meanwhile, the construction and

improvement of the traffic network can further alleviate the

excessive accumulation of resources in core cities so that cities on

the edge of Beijing Tianjin Hebei can also access good technology

and information resources. The outline of the 14th five-year plan

mentions three circles, namely, the living circle 50 km away from

Beijing. We need to focus on strengthening regional cooperation

around Beijing, developing regional express lines, strengthening

public service supporting facilities, and achieving the effect of

urbanization within 100 km of the functional circle of xiong’an

and Tianjin. Xiong’an new area is a concentrated carrier of

Beijing’s non-capital functions, and it is 150 km from

Chengde, Tangshan, Cangzhou, Baoding, and Zhangjiakou,

belonging to the industrial circle. We should make full use of

the planning outline to strengthen the vulnerable nodes of the

urban network and improve the resilience of the network.

In terms of network transmission, we should take Beijing

as the center to radiate the driving ability of Beijing’s core

cities to the outside through scientific and technological

innovation, cultural transmission, and other approaches,

thus strengthening the driving ability and stability of

Beijing’s core nodes. Secondly, we can drive the cities on

the edge of the Beijing Tianjin Hebei Urban Network with the

help of the collaborative mechanism formed by

transportation, industry, and ecological environment

construction, thus improving the network transmission

efficiency of the overall network and the network resilience

of the Beijing Tianjin Hebei Urban Network.
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